Excellerator™ is a diagnostic software program for assessing organizational culture and work climate. It is the result
of over 40 years of research and experience, examining the relationship between leadership, culture, and
organizational eﬀectiveness.

Diagnostic Technology
Completed online, participants respond to a series of questions about the organization. Employees provide their
expectations and observations, and then are prompted to select organizational descriptors to clarify their ratings.
After all participants have completed their Excellerator™ assessments, the results are compiled and analyzed in our
diagnostics lab at Bartell & Bartell.

30 Aspects of Culture
Excellerator™ measures and makes sense of 30 diﬀerent aspects of organizational culture. The dimensions are
reported as simple indices, providing ﬁrm measurement of the organization's culture. The report is designed to be
easily read and provide quick reference in the future, to compare scores, track progress, and celebrate future
success.

Excellerator™ Applications

Sample Report

Reports are simple to read, rich in diagnostic
depth, developmentally focused, and results
oriented.

(DD) Climate
(CC) Efficiency/Timeliness
(BB) Pride/Respect
(AA) Products/Services

They oﬀer graphic and numeric measurement of
how important each cultural dimension is to your
employees, as well as how well the organization is
fulﬁlling employees' expectations.
The reports then magnify the measurement of
each of the 30 dimensions, to provide real clarity.
Excellerator™ compiles lists of descriptors and
insights (both positive and negative), based upon
the employees' comments.
Each dimension is diagnosed as: Immediate
Intervention Required, Further Assessment
Required, Functionally Adequate, or Exceptional
Performance. Those that need attention are
ﬂagged and prioritized to fast-track development.
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(Z) Resources

(Y) Team Forecast
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(A) Morale
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(B) Vision/Purpose
( C ) S tre s s
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(D) Teamness

*

(E) Professionalism
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(F) Communication
2
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( G ) T rus t

*
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(X) Retention

*

(H) Rewards/Recognition

(W) Staff Empowerment

*

(I) Structure

*

(J) Leadership

*

(V) Employee Commitment

*

(U) Benefits
(T ) P a y

(K) Relationships

*

*

(L) Training/Professional Development

(S) Organization Commitment

(M) Planning and Development

*

(R) Decision Making
(Q) Roles/Expectations

(N) Flexibility/Change

* (P) Feedback * (O) Cooperation *

*

 Exceptional (0)

Group Importance Rating

 Development Opportunity (0)

Group Performance Rating

*

*

 Current Concern (0)

* Additional Areas for Development

#

Denotes Development Priority

P/I Index: Job performance in relation to job importance.
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